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NSU7114
Ballpoint pen HAMILTON
The CERRUTI 1881 HAMILTON ballpoint pen is
a true classic, with a luxurious touch. The cap is
wrapped in a very high quality grained leather. The
leather has a matte finishing, which gives it a very
modern look. To be offered on its own or matched
with any of the HAMILTON items in the collection.
Available in BLACK, GREY, DARK BLUE, TAUPE,
BROWN
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NNM711
Note pad A6 HAMILTON
The CERRUTI 1881 Note Pad A6 Hamilton is a
simple yet very elegant notebook. It contains 80
pages of high quality 100 gr/m², FSC certified
paper. The cover is in grained leather like material.
Pages are stiched to ensure a qualitative opening
and comfortable writing. A delicate metal cut plate
finish the cover.
Available in GREY, TAUPE, BROWN
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NAK711
Key ring HAMILTON
CERRUTI 1881’s HAMILTON keyring is made of
carefully chosen grained leather. The association
with the crisp metal plate is giving a minimalist and
fashionable keyring, that can be matched with all
the other HAMILTON items to create numerous gift
sets.
Available in BLACK, TAUPE, DARK BLUE
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NAB711A
Power bank HAMILTON Black
The HAMILTON power bank from CERRUTI 1881 has a capacity of 6000mAh. With its shiny chrome finishing
and the grained black genuine leather, the design of this item is classical and luxurious. The CRR metal
signature delicately placed on the leather gives a sophisticated touch to this model.
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NAU711
USB stick HAMILTON 16Gb
The CERRUTI 1881 HAMILTON USB keyring is a
great gift idea. It is both functional and luxurious.
It is made of carefully chosen grained leather, with
metal accents for a modern touch. This item can
easily be matched with other HAMILTON items to
create gift sets.
Available in BLACK, TAUPE, DARK BLUE
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NLC711
Card holder HAMILTON
The CERRUTI 1881 HAMILTON card holder is made
of the highest quality grained leather. The leather
has a matte finishing, which gives it a very modern
look. The signature CRR logo is for a look that is
both fashionable and classic. This item can be
easily matched with all the other «Hamilton» items,
to create numerous gift sets.
Available in BLACK, GREY, DARK BLUE
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NLM711 & NLW711
Money wallet & Card wallet HAMILTON
The CERRUTI 1881 HAMILTON wallet is made of
the highest quality grained leather. The leather has
a matte finishing, which gives it a very modern look.
The signature CRR logo is for a look that is masculine
and unique. The grey item features a coin pouch, 4
card slots and a note compartement, which allows
for an easy and sophisticated organisation. The
black and dark blue one features 4 card slots on
each side, and a note compartement. This item can
be easily matched with all the other «Hamilton»
items to create numerous gift sets.

NTC711
Dressing-case HAMILTON
This elegant toiletry case from CERRUTI 1881
is made in elegant and thick grained leather like
material. The inside has a high quality nylon lining
ensuring a perfect impermeability. The case has a
big internal pocket with a zipper closure.
Dimensions : 250 x 140 x 170 mm. Packed in a
nylon string bag.
Available in BLACK, TAUPE, DARK BLUE

Available in GREY, BLACK, DARK BLUE
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NTB711
Travel bag HAMILTON
The Hamilton travel bag from CERRUTI 1881 is
made of a very soft grained leather imitation.
The CERRUTI 1881 shiny gun metal signature is
delicately placed centered at the top of the bag.
The detachable strap features the CERRUTI 1881
logo woven in it. This item is a classical must-have
for all kind of small journeys.
Dimensions : 560 x 250 x 300 mm. Packed in nylon
bag.
Available in TAUPE, BLACK, BROWN
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NTD711
Document bag HAMILTON
Document case HAMILTON from CERRUTI 1881
featuring a fine grained leather imitation and high
quality nylon lining. The inside of the bag feature
a special inner section to store and protect your
15’’ laptop. The bag comes with its detachable and
adjustable shoulder strap featutring the CERRUTI
1881 logo tone on tone. The bag is absolutely
superb and anyone would appreciate the high level
of details of its finishing from both the inside and
the outside of this document bag.

NPBCK711N
Key ring, Card Holder HAMILTON &
Ballpoint pen MILTON

Available in BLACK, DARK BLUE, TAUPE

NPBCK711X
Key ring, Card Holder & Ballpoint pen
HAMILTON
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NPBE711N
Ballpoint pen LANIFICIO, Conference
folder A5 HAMILTON

NAS420
Shoe care kit Partner
The CERRUTI 1881 Partner Shoe Set is composed
of a neutral wax, a sponge, a brush, a rag and a
shoehorn. This set has been specially designed
for all travelers who want to be impeccable in any
occasion.

NPBE711X
Ballpoint pen MILTON , Conference folder
A5 HAMILTON

NAW341
Wine set SOMMELIER

NPBEU711A
USB stick, Ballpoint pen, Conference
folder A4 HAMILTON
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This wine set SOMMELIER by CERRUTI 1881 is
composed of a corkscrew, a drip-free collar, a
universal stopper and a stopper cut. Very complete,
this set is the perfect gift for wine lovers.
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NS5554 & NST2094
Ballpoint pen ZOOM
The ZOOM ballpoint pen is an iconic piece from
the CERRUTI 1881 writing instrument collection.
The Zoom has a precisely studied design, the
balance of the pen is absolutely perfect.
Available in BLACK, SILVER
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NSS7964A & NSS7964B
Ballpoint pen FLEX
The CERRUTI 1881 FLEX pen offers a truly unique
and modern design. The finishing, playing on the
contrast of texture between the brushed alluminium
body and the shinny gun trims are giving it a
futuristic feel.
Available in BLACK, CHROME
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NSH4664, NSH4844
Ballpoint pen CONQUEST
The CONQUEST ballpoint pen by CERRUTI 1881
is a modern and original pen. The body of the pen
has a corrugated pattern with a gun or blue color
finish. The grip is very nice.
Available in GUN, BLUE

NSH4665, NSH4845
Rollerball pen CONQUEST Gun & Blue
The CONQUEST rollerball pen by CERRUTI 1881
is a modern and original pen. The pen body has a
corrugated pattern with a gun or blue finish. The
grip is very nice.
Available in GUN, BLUE
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NTR511
Backpack PANORAMA
Practical document bag/backpack bag with shoulder strap. Made entirely of soft
and smooth coated canvas. Internally organized with laptop padding and tablet
Pocket. Dimensions : 400x300x100 mm.
Packed in an elegant nylon bag with logo CERRUTI 1881.
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CAK735

CEL735

Key ring BEAUBOURG

Lady purse BEAUBOURG

The BEAUBOURG keyring featured by a light gold
circle finds its very feminine touch in the nude or
black bow delicately fixed on it. The Cacharel
signature is nicely engraved on the bottom part of
the keyring.

The harmonious mix the three colors grained
textures gives to this BEAUBOURG long wallet a
great touch of feminity. The subtle light gold «C»
signature from Cacharel is delicately placed in the
middle of the flap.

Available in LIGHT PINK, BLACK

Available in BLACK, GREY, PINK
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CEW735
Mini wallet BEAUBOURG
The Cacharel BEAUBOURG mini zipped wallet
is fashionable and playful. Made in soft grained
imitation leather, the well crafted details of this
product are giving it a truly feminine touch, from
the signature plated «C» plate to the charm like
zipper puller.
Available in LIGHT PINK, BLACK, SILVER, CORAL
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CNM735
Note pad A6 BEAUBOURG
Cacharel A6 Notebook covered in smooth grained
Black or Ligh Pink leather imitation, with embossed
cacharel logo & featuring light gold accents - C
logo plate & a pagemark with branded charms.
Simple, feminine & playful.
Available in BLACK, LIGHT PINK
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CTW735
Lady bag BEAUBOURG
The Beaubourg shoulder mini bag from Cacharel
is in a blakc or nude grained texture. The light gold
braided strap and the fastener with the Cacharel
signature give a very feminine touch.
Available in BLACK, LIGHT PINK
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CJC734
Necklace BUTTERFLY
Cacharel stainless steel necklace in light chrome or
light gold color with cristal adornements. feminine,
fashionable & classic.
Available in LIGHT CHROME, LIGHT GOLD
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CJB754
Bracelet FAUBOURG
Cacharel bangle bracelet in light gold plated
metal and black or light pink resine, with a woven
adjustable part. Every detail is carefully crafted and
designed, including the closing toggle that features
an embossed cacharel logo.

CSN7354
Ballpoint pen BEAUBOURG
Cacharel ballpoint with a slightly retro shape and
a matte laquer finish completed with luxurious &
feminine light gold trims.
Available in BLACK, LIGHT PINK, CORAIL

Available in BLACK, LIGHT PINK
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CMN735
Watch BEAUBOURG
This Cacharel very trendy watch featured by its
light gold plated strap and case finds its originality
in the dark blue or coral dial with a sunray effect.
Available in BLUE, CORAL

CMN736
Watch HIRONDELLE
The Cacharel HIRONDELLE watch is the reflection
of the brand image : feminine and romantic. The
deep night blue color or light pink of the leather
bracelet and the sunray effect dial are highlighted
by crisp chrome metals parts & glittery yet
understated flower print.
Available in NAVY, LIGHT PINK
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CGS736N
Sunglasses HIRONDELLE Navy
The Cacharel HIRONDELLE sunglasses are made in a very dark blue color. The golden Cacharel signature
on the branch are giving it a truly feminine touch. An original and useful gift idea, luxuriously wrapped in a
special glasses case.
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CFL734
Silk scarf BUTTERFLY

CFM736
Silk scarf HIRONDELLE

Cacharel’s BUTTERFLY scarf is printed with colorful flowers and birds inspired by an exotic garden. A true
fashion statement made of the softest silk.
Dimensions : 50 x 50 cm.

Cacharel’s HIRONDELLE scarf is printed with an iconic bird print from the fashion house.Simple yet romantic,
it is a true fashion statement made of the softest silk.
Dimensions : 50 x 50 cm.

Available in BLACK, WHITE

Available in NAVY, CORAIL
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CPBBK735Q
Key ring BEAUBOURG, Bracelet
HIRONDELLE, Ballpoint pen BEAUBOURG
in Light Pink.

CTS636
Shopping bag BAGATELLE
The BAGATELLE shopping bag from CACHAREL
was designed with an on-the-go lifestyle in mind.
Expertly crafted from an amazing Safiano leather
like material. It will perfectly accommodate your
essentials like a wallet and tablet. Its spacious
silhouette includes a secure top-zip closure and
shoulder straps.
Available in WHITE, GREY, BLUE, BURGUNDY

CPBBL735Q
Lady purse BEAUBOURG, Bracelet
FAUBOURG, Ballpoint pen BEAUBOURG
in Light Pink.
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